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CYS Nasi Lemak Day
Nasi lemak is a traditional Singapore and Malaysian dish that is typically eaten for breakfast
or brunch, but can also be enjoyed for lunch or dinner. It is made with fragrant rice cooked in
coconut milk and pandan leaves, and served with a variety of accompaniments such as spicy
sambal sauce, crispy fried anchovies, roasted peanuts, sliced cucumber, and a hard-boiled
egg.

Nasi lemak is one of the most beloved food items in CYS community and when nasi lemak
was served for lunch just a week ago, our CYS people went crazy over it. And as always, a
long spread of yummy food stuff was prepared and cooked by our Pantry Service Team,
which were placed over fresh banana leaves on our food counter and our people happily
helped themselves to their favourite toppings over their rice.

“I can eat this stuff everyday” said one CYS guy employee, “I skipped breakfast just for this
lunch” said another lady employee. Needless to say, everyone gave their thumbs up for the
delicious nasi lemak lunch and to our Pantry Service Team, a big thank you!

Toh Xiu Hui Settlement Officer, Te Hui Ling Settlement Officer and Jason Cheah Settlement Officer in CYS Pantry

Wide spread of Nasi Lemak toppings

CYS CMO Lynn Wong (Center) with friends
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CYS Nasi Lemak Day

Take as much as you want! Spoiled by choices

“I want this one and this one and this one…”

Soto Ayam Soup! Yeah, so good…!!!
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